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HIDDEN ORDER IN URu2Si2THE NEED FOR A DUAL DESCRIPTION�J.A. MydoshKamerlingh Onnes Laboratory, Leiden UniversityPO Box 9504, 2300 RA Leiden, The NetherlandsandMax Plank Institute for Chemial Physis of Solids, 01187 Dresden, GermanyP. ChandraNEC Researh, 4 Independene Way, Prineton, NJ 08540, USAP. ColemanDepartment of Physis and Astronomy, Rutgers University136 Frelinghausen Road, Pisataway, NJ 08854-8019, USAand V. TripathiCavendish Laboratory, Madingley Road, Cambridge CB3 0HE, UK(Reeived July 10, 2002)Motivated by experiment, we argue that the enigmati hidden order inURu2Si2 demands a dual desription that enompasses both its itinerantand its loal aspets. A ombination of symmetry onsiderations and ob-servation allow us to rule out a number of possibilities. The two remainingsenarios, the quadrupolar harge density wave and the orbital antiferro-magnet, are disussed and experiments are suggested to selet betweenthese proposals.PACS numbers: 78.20.Ls, 47.25.Gz, 76.50.+b, 72.15.GdThe heavy fermion metal URu2Si2 undergoes a pronouned seond-orderphase transition at T0 = 17 K haraterized by sharp anomalies in a num-ber of bulk properties inluding the spei� heat [1℄, the linear [1℄ and thenonlinear magneti suseptibilities [2,3℄, where standard mean-�eld relations� Presented at the International Conferene on Strongly Correlated Eletron Systems,(SCES02), Craow, Poland, July 10�13, 2002.(659)



660 J.A. Mydosh et al.between the measured thermodynami properties are satis�ed [4℄. Neutronsattering measurements [5�7℄ indiate gapped, propagating magneti exi-tations that suggest the formation of a spin density wave. However the mag-nitude of the observed moment [7℄ (m0 = 0:03�B) annot aount for theentropy loss at the transition, whih has been attributed to the developmentof an enigmati hidden order. Furthermore there is strong evidene frommuon spin resonane [8℄ and from pressure-dependent NMR experiments [9℄that the magneti and the hidden ordered phases are phase separated, andthus develop independently [10℄. In this paper we review the onstraintsthat reent experimental developments and symmetry arguments plae onthe nature of the hidden order in URu2Si2, and disuss spei� theoretialproposals that emerge onsistent with known measurements.It is important to distinguish two distint aspets of the mysterious phasetransition at T0 in URu2Si2. The presene of a Shottky anomaly at 60 Kin the spei� heat [1℄ and the development of a dispersing mode at T � T0observed by inelasti neutron sattering [7℄ both suggest the importaneof loal rystal-�eld exitations at the transition. Nevertheless a purelyloal piture annot provide a straightforward explanation for the observedelasti response [11℄ at T0 and yields a �eld-dependene for the gap [12℄ thatis distint from that assoiated with observed thermodynami quantities[13℄. Furthermore the lear signatures [1℄ of Fermi liquid behavior aboveT0 and the mean-�eld nature of the transition [4℄ suggest that an itinerantdensity-wave is involved. Thus any mirosopi model for the hidden order inURu2Si2 must ultimately reonile the loal eletroni physis of the stronglyinterating uranium ions with the �uid aspets of the heavy-eletron phase.The duality model of Kuramoto and Miyake [14℄ is a natural way to treatthe loalized and itinerant aspets of URu2Si2 within a single sheme. In thisapproah, the itinerant exitations of the Fermi liquid are onstruted fromthe low-lying rystal-�eld multiplets of the uranium ion. The quasipartilesassoiated with the heavy-eletron Fermi liquid in this system are then om-posite objets formed from the loalized orbital and spin degrees of freedomof the U ions and the ondution eletron �elds [14℄. The phase transition atT0 is a simple Fermi surfae instability of the omposite mobile f -eletrons.This approah was originally adopted by Okuno and Miyake [15℄ to desribethe oexistene of the hidden order with a small moment in URu2Si2. Withthe new understanding that the hidden ordered phase does not ontain astaggered magnetization, we revisit this duality sheme and, guided by re-ent experiment, study its impliations for the nature of the enigmati orderthat develops at T = T0.We begin our phenomenologial approah to the hidden order in URu2Si2with a onsideration of its allowed symmetries, where onstraints will be im-posed by experimental observation. More spei�ally, the mean-�eld har-



Hidden Order in URu2Si2: The Need for a Dual Desription 661ater of the transition at T0 suggests that the itinerant nature of the hiddenorder an be desribed by a general density wave whose form fator willyield lues about the underlying loal exitations involved; we expet it tobe inommensurate due to the fat that the observed entropy loss and theaompanying gap suggest that it results from a Fermi surfae instability.We begin by onsidering a lass of density wave with the most general pairingin the partile�hole hannelhyk+Q2 ;�k�Q2 ;�0i = A��0k (Q); (1)where Q is the inommensurate ordering wave vetor, � is a spin index andA��0k (Q) de�nes a general funtion of spin and momentum. A phenomeno-logial Hamiltonian for suh an order parameter would take the formH = X~k� �~kyk�k�+Xk h�(Q)yk+Q=2;�f��0(k)k�Q=2;� +H::i+N j�(Q)j2g ; (2)where N is the number of sites in the lattie and f��0 is a form fator asso-iated with the inommensurate spin density wave; a mean-�eld treatmentyields the expression �gA��0k (Q) = �(Q)f��0(k) : (3)Of ourse, a true mirosopi approah must aount for how suh a ouplingemerges from the residual interations amongst the heavy eletrons.We now follow the approah of Halperin and Rie [16℄, ategorizing thepossible partile�hole pairings in URu2Si2. Assumingthee hidden order de-velops between U atoms in eah basal plane, we restrit our attention tonearest-neighbor pairings on a two-dimensional square lattie [10℄ and dis-play the �ve resulting possibilities in Table I. All of these pairings lead to agapping of the Fermi surfae, aounting for the large entropy loss and theobserved anomalies in various bulk properties. For example, let �� be theredution in the Pauli suseptibility due to this gap, then we an desribethe hidden order phase by a Landau�Ginzburg free energyF = a(T � T)	2 + b	4 + 12��B2	2: (4)suh that the last term is responsible for the strong �eld-dependene of thetransition temperature (T(B) = T+ 12a��B2) in this material [17℄; it is alsoresponsible to why �3 has the same temperature-dependene as the spei�



662 J.A. Mydosh et al. TABLE IPossible symmetries for partile�hole pairing.Name f��0 (k)=Æ��0 T�reversal Loal-invariane �eldsSDW � no yes(isotropi SDW)CDW onst. yes no(isotropi CDW)d-SDW � (os(kxa)� os(kya)) no noQ-CDW os(kxa)� os(kya) yes no(quadrupolar CDW)OAFM i (sin(kxa)� sin(kya)) no yes(orbital antiferromagnet)heat [3, 4℄. Unfortunately this aspet of the problem does not disriminatebetween the possible density wave order parameters, and we are fored tomake more mirosopi onsiderations.Beause of large Coulomb repulsion between the quasipartiles inURu2Si2, we rule out isotropi pairing in the harge density wave hannel.Furthermore, an s-wave harge density wave would result in an aompany-ing lattie distortion, but none is observed [11℄. Similarly neutron satteringdoes not support the presene of a spin density wave in the hidden orderedphase [7, 9℄. Thus, due to the inompressibility of the heavy Fermi liquid,we are left with the three remaining anisotropi pairing states (see Table I).We reall that URu2Si2 undergoes a transition to a d-wave superondutingstate at T = 1:2 K, suggesting the importane of antiferromagneti �utu-ations in the assoiated normal state; by ontrast in a d-SDW senario [3℄we would expet ferromagneti �utuations to be favored.This leaves us with two remaining options: the quadrupolar harge den-sity wave [18℄ (Fig. 1(a)) and the orbital antiferromagnet (Fig. 1(b)) [19℄.Both of these senarios are onsistent with the urrent piture of URu2Si2 asan inompressible Fermi liquid with strong antiferromagneti �utuations.They eah have nodes in the order parameter, so that neither ouple diretlyto the loal harge density. Furthermore we expet both inommensuratedensity waves to ouple weakly to uniform strain, and thus are both onsis-tent with the observed insensitivity of the elasti response [11℄ at T0. Reentuniaxial stress measurements suggest that the hidden order is sensitive tothe presene of loal tetragonal symmetry [20℄, a feature that is onsistent



Hidden Order in URu2Si2: The Need for a Dual Desription 663with both senarios for ompletely di�erent reasons. In the orbital antifer-romagnet the urrents are equal in eah basal diretion [19℄, whereas in thequadrupolar harge density wave it is known that some of the singlet rystal-�eld states with tetragonal symmetry are quadrupolar [12℄. We note thatthe diamagneti response of the orbital antiferromagnet is small ompared
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f(k) = os(kx)� os(ky) f(k) = i[sin(kx)� sin(ky)℄Fig. 1. (a) Inommensurate quadrupolar density wave (Q-CDW). In two dimen-sions, the form fator os(kx)� os(ky) leads to a an inommensurate density wavewith a quadrupolar harge distribution, the CDW analog of a d-wave superondu-tor. (b) Inommensurate orbital antiferromagnet. Here urrents irulate aroundsquare plaquettes de�ned by nearest-neighbor uranium ions.to that assoiated with the gapping of the Fermi surfae, ( �Pauli�diamagneti � 100),so that the �eld-dependene of the hidden order parameter [17℄ annot beused to disriminate between these two senarios.At present, the key fator distinguishing the orbital antiferromagnet fromthe quadrupolar harge-density wave senarios is the presene or absene oftime-reversal breaking. Orbital antiferromagnetism is onsistent with theisotropy and magnitude of loal magneti �elds [19℄ measured at ambientpressure by nulear magneti resonane [21℄. Suh urrent-arrying stateshave also been proposed for one-dimensional ladders [22℄. In URu2Si2 theline-broadening of the entral silion NMR peak is the only diret evidenefor broken time-reversal symmetry in the hidden order phase [19℄. Reentmuon spin measurements by Amitsuka and oworkers [18℄ support the emer-gene of loal magneti �elds with the temperature dependene seen in theNMR data [21℄, but the overall amplitude is two orders of magnitude lessthan that seen in NMR measurements. This has led to the proposal thatthese features may be an artifat of a minority ferromagneti phase withdipolar interations. In our opinion, an equally feasible explanation is thatharged muons destroy the hidden order in their immediate surroundings.This would explain the similar but dramatially redued anomalous mag-



664 J.A. Mydosh et al.neti �eld measured by the �SR measurements. Finally there have beenattempts to test preditions for neutron sattering but so far no lear on-lusion has been reahed [23℄.There are three types of experiments that would be very helpful in re-solving the nature of the hidden order in URu2Si2:� Probes of the nodal quasipartile struture. Both Q-CDW and OAFMhave nodes in the gap. These nodes would show marked features inthe optial ondutivity and the sanning tunneling spetrosopy; atpresent these nodes are inferred but have not been observed diretly.� Probes of broken time-reversal symmetry. Broken time-reversal sym-metry is learly a ritial disriminating feature between the OAFMand Q-CDW. The existing NMR measurements strongly support theidea of broken time reversal symmetry breaking in this material, butfurther on�rmation is vital. Further NMR measurements, espeiallyon alternative rystal sites, would provide an important way of on-�rming whether there are loal �elds developing at T0. Careful om-parison between the �SR and NMR signals is ruial for determiningwhether these two tehniques are measuring similar or di�erent phe-nomena.� Revisit old sattering measurements. There exist a number of sat-tering experiments, inluding polarized neutron and resonant X-ray,that are suggestive of broken time-reversal symmetry; these should beredone, given what is now known about phase-separation [9℄.In summary, we believe that a dual desription of the hidden order inURu2Si2 is neessary for apturing its oexisting itinerant and loal features.The latter is neessary for explaining the mysterious dispersing mode atT � T0, whereas the former is ruial for understanding the mean-�eldnature of the transition. At present there are two ompeting senarios whihdi�er by a form fators. We propose a number of experiments whih ouldresolve the dispute.We aknowledge disussions with G. Aeppli and H. Amitsuka. Thisprojet is supported by the grant NSF-DMR 9983156 (Coleman andTripathi).
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